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Artist Statment
• I am interested in culture-based art which explores the continuing connections between communities through cultural
exchange in new places. Through my practice-based research, I strive to create a social space and a new context for a Saudi
culture which is inspired by the value given to cultural objects, rituals, activities, traditions and customs for providing
hospitality in Saudi society.
• I intend to explore how I can use my art practices to interrogate the new context of the conventional notion of hospitality. I
shall use dates as a cultural symbol of traditional Saudi hospitality. Dates are small pieces of food which reflect a
welcoming and generosity and carry many meanings associated with hospitality in Saudi society, and representing them in
a new location inspires me to create a new context for my culture. I played with the date as elements in my Installation, as a
medium for drawing and as a sculpture in media, and then combined these notions to inspire me to improve my idea to
evoke this new narrative and spaces to create the installation project which brought my research together and created the
new social spaces. Much of my work is influenced by relational aesthetics, psycho-geography and the lived experience for
the cultural identity in a new location.
•
• My work reflects my culture and identity within this narrative. It lets the participants create a new scenario for this culture,
constantly seeking to create new places and relationships for us to use. I imagine this as a unique place where we can
harmonize without any differences but with a lot of diversity with a new narrative.

Title: Generosity from existing
اﻟﺟود ﻣن اﻟﻣوﺟود
• This old Arabic phrase  ( اﻟﺠﻮد ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﻮﺟﻮدGenerosity from existing) signifies that a person's generosity applied if he
provides what is in his home, his hand Whether it is a little or a lot, Expensive or inexpensive.
•As an artist coming from a culture in which hospitality has been becoming a part of the habitual behaviour of
Saudi society, which reflects generosity, giving, exchange, sharing, welcoming, and creating social relationships. "It
was customary for Bedouins to host any visitors coming to them from anywhere for a period of three days,
regardless of their resources, even if that meant sacrificing the last goat or camel for the occasion" (Ali &
Stephenson, 2018). Therefore, I find it interesting to represent this culture that basically cannot occur to a group of
people less than two. Ali and Stephenson have argued that 'a social space for hospitality does not exist in isolation
but falls within private and commercial spaces' (2018: 13). I argue that the hospitality table and food are some of
the things that create a lot of communication between human relationships, even if it in limited periods at a time
when we find the societies in extreme busyness and isolation which I seek to create these social spaces through
my work which we can exchange our culture.
Theme: This proposed practice-based research examines how the participants' interaction can create a new context.
Through represent original culture in a new location without its old context. I shall use the Date in my practices as a
cultural sample of a Saudi hospitality culture and represented it in social spaces, which will create a new coding of this
culture after participants are adopting and interact in a new location.
Key artist of influnce include: , I will touch upon these artist work from Rirkrit Tiravanija, Lucy and Jorge Orta, Saeed alKamhawi

In ‘Untitled (Free)’ (1992) and a series of similar works, Rirkrit Tiravanija initiated ways of cooking for audiences by
using cultural food to create social spaces to enable the public to be part of an art-making process which focused on
relational aesthetics.

Untitled (Free)’ (1992)

The intersection between my work and Tiravanija's work
is the building of social spaces which focus on the theory
of relational aesthetics, taking the artistic practices as their
theoretical and practical point of departure for exploring
the whole of human relations and their social context,
rather than an independent and private space. I think that I
shall exclude my direct participation so that the audience is
not influenced by what they have to do; I will replace that
with a very simplified video offer that prompts them to
start interacting which will help them to understand what
they are doing to be their interaction beginning to create a
new context for my cultural practices in these social spaces
through the interaction of participants who do not have a
shared culture, whilst Tiravanija always starts to interact
with his work to be a directive for the audience motivate
them to interact with work.

In their ‘Meal Act’ series (see Figure 1), Lucy and Jorge Orta linked food sustainability with
participatory gatherings in outside spaces with a considerable number of people sitting at large tables

.

which could accommodate a large number of guests

‘Royal Limoges’ 70 x 7; ‘The Meal Act XXXIV’,
Philadelphia, 2013 [Figer1]

[Figer, 2]

• This photo [Figure ,1] clearly displays the artists’ aim in this
experience by creating a social space and stimulating communication
without focusing on any decision-making through the interaction from
the participants, which is the opposite of my intention to create social
spaces, including many small spaces between two-four people, which
do stimulate a deeper conversation, a connection and an interaction
with my work to be these interactions is a part of my research result.
• The interesting thing for me in the Ortas’ work is not just the subject of
sharing food, community gatherings and spontaneous public meetings,
but the method which the artists used to present the work through all
the details of shapes, words and colours on the food plates, and then
giving these pieces as a home gift of art to each individual participant
"At the end of the meal, each guest took home their porcelain plate
contributing to a ripple effect of conversations from the table, to the
civic space, to the private sphere, and back to the table" (StudioOrta.com. 2013).[see Figuer 2]
• This reflects a vineyard, generosity and kindness, showing clearly how
you give your best to strangers, and it represents the utmost degree of
giving. I started to think about the way that I need to create interest in
the details of drawing and narrative in a fabric piece installation to
present this piece of art as a gift for participants (see Slide 14) which in
my view reflects the aspect of tenderness and generosity.

In ‘My Mother's Rug’), a project by the Saudi artist Saeed Kamhawi, He transferred the original material of this carpet to
preserve it technologically and recreated it horizontally on the sand in repeated areas defining the Saudi home’s seating areas.
The way that Kamhawi used to present the rug was what interested me because the virtual approach which he used for this
object was a very simple way of presenting this cultural object which is related to the meaning of space, place, meeting,
sharing, conversation and relationships; it is in the same place but with another material, or rather immaterial because the
projection which represents the rug on which we used to sit in our house spaces looks like the same thing, but in its photic
transparent form it penetrates our bodies, and the texture of the sand gives participants a different emotion as they interact with
the work in the way that the artist had not expected, resulting in a deeper meaning for these elements as places for meeting
friends, providing hospitality and family and childhood memories of playing with sand.
It is inspired me to think about changing the way we display things that we are
used to every day, which is centred on changing the usual view of everyday objects
which i think can inspire participants to interact in a new way which gives deep
meanings to things that we menhaden it and Look at it in our culture from one
specific side.

Saeed Kamhawi’s ‘My Mother's Rug’

What I have tried to do in my work is to present my culture differently without
losing cultural identity in spaces for different audiences, one which belongs to my
culture, which I had experienced with them during this period of isolation when I
sent my work to their homes and received different words back from them such as
welfare, happiness, philanthropy, surprises, gifts, shared love and thoughtful giving
and uniqueness. The other participant group from a different culture will be
interacting with my work in the Copeland Gallery in June, and I think that this will
enrich the meaning, and make us delve into the meaning.

This installation is what I want to develop for the next exhibition, I will make some ameliorative
changes.(White cloth with drawings - some dates - cardamom - saffron - Arabic coffee )

Material details,
what and why
installation

Cotton and white colour 150x45 take the form of al Buksha(Figure,3)
The Byksha was used as a travel bag in which the clothes were wrapped, and the women put their
clothes in it when moving or travelling from one place to another; and besides the clothes, the
Buksha included decorative tools such as, henna and kohl.
And I had chosen this cotton fabric and this white colour because this is what was used in the past
to save valuable things and carry them when people were travelling from one place to another. It
was also used to keep the dates protected from the birds to avoid them from destroying
[Figure,4].

[Figure,3].

In my work, this means simply to transfer the date in any were( home or any place), and also it
reflects the value of the date in a hospitality culture
I will use a small piece of fabric on the ground as a Rug an area of 2m x 1.5m, which
traditionally used to put the date and sort it as well and beginning to save it to use later for
hospitality. This process happens with a group of people as a social activity.
In my work, I will be preparing these social spaces for the audience that they can form, sort and
present the date in any way they like as a way of hospitality.

[Figure,4].

An image showing results of the participants in the first
experimented

• Installation description : White cloth with drawings inspired by traditional Saudi hospitality practices - some dates cardamom - saffron - Arabic coffee - spaces for sitting on the floor.
• Back ground sound: oriental oud music.
• The number of participants: for each piece is between 2 to 4
• This installation is what I want to develop for the next exhibition, I will make some ameliorative changes.
• A video screen on the wall shows a short video for one minute, which repeated for the dish from the dates as simple
instructions for the audience ( seen the video example)
• There will be approximately 6 to 8 installation which inside it date, cardamom, saffron, powder of Arabic coffee, which
represent the traditional Saudi hospitality

There will be approximately 6 to 8
installation which inside it date,
cardamom, saffron, powder of
Arabic coffee, which represent the
traditional Saudi hospitality.

A video screen on the wall shows a
short video for one minute, which
repeated for the dish from the dates
as simple instructions for the
audience ( seen Slide 12)

The number of
participants for each
piece is between 2 to 4
An experimental
sample for fabric has
a print of my
drawing. (seen Slide
14)
There will be small gifts of the
same interactive installation
that will be presented to the
public as gifts to keep

• All piece from fabric from this installation has different unique drawing, that because I have from my lived
experience, the drawing was effect to inspired for the participant to represent the elements with the fabric in a
different way. In another way, I think the concept of the date has the same colour, shape, and taste, except that
each piece is not like the other. This is, in my opinion, increasing the context diversity, interaction, and result,
Resulting from each piece.
• Thus, the main goal of this experiment is to create social spaces for communication and create a new context
for the original culture.
• The participants will start interacting with this piece, documenting the result with the image, and sharing it via
a hashtag dedicated to this experience so that we see all these experiences on the page, which is reflected
unity but with more diversity in one place.
• Participants will return the piece that was used in the way they wish to introduce it to the people who will
come after them live the experience of the guest and the hospitality (giving and exchange) Mutual giving.
• There will be small gifts of the same interactive installation that will be presented to the public as gifts to keep

An experimental samples
for fabric has a print of
my drawing.
45x45
There will be small gifts
of the same interactive
installation that will be
presented to the public as
gifts to keep

The sketches that I printed on
the fabric

This gift will take the Buksha form, and inside it will be a date; it’s an expression of my thanks to the
participants for their generosity to share their idea and their time in my work.

